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Abstract. A large number of bat fatalities have been reported in wind energy facilities in different regions

globally. Wind farm operators are required to monitor bat fatalities by conducting carcass surveys at wind farms.
A previous study implemented the ballistics model to characterize the carcass fall zone distributions after a bat
is struck by turbine blades. The ballistics model considers the aerodynamic drag force term, which is dependent
upon the carcass drag coefficient. The bat carcass drag coefficient is highly uncertain; no measurement of it is
available. This paper introduces a methodology for bat carcass drag coefficient estimation. Field investigation at
Macksburg wind farm resulted in the discovery of three bat species: the hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus), eastern
red bat (Lasiurus borealis), and evening bat (Nycticeius humeralis). Carcass drop experiments were performed
from a dropping platform at finite height, and carcass position time series data were recorded using a highspeed camera. Falling carcasses were subjected to aerodynamic drag and gravitational forces. Carcasses were
observed to undergo rotation, often rotating around multiple axes simultaneously, as well as lateral translation.
The complex fall dynamics, along with drop from a limited height, prohibit the carcasses from attaining terminal
velocity. Under this limitation, the drag coefficient is estimated by fitting a ballistics model to the measured
velocity. Multivariable optimization was performed to fit the ballistics model to the measured velocity resulting,
in an optimized estimate of the drag coefficient. A sensitivity analysis demonstrated significant variation in the
drag coefficient with a small change in initial position, highlighting the chaotic nature of carcass fall dynamics.
Based on the limited sample, the bat carcass drag coefficient and terminal velocity were found to be between
0.70–1.23 and 6.63–17.57 m s−1 , respectively. The maximum distance carcasses are predicted to fall after impact
with a typical utility-scale onshore wind turbine was computed using a 2-D ballistics model. Based on the range
of drag coefficients found in this study, hoary and evening bats are estimated to fall within the rotor plane up to a
maximum distance of 92 and 62 m, respectively, from the wind turbine tower. The ballistics model of carcasses
after being struck by wind turbine blades can be used to obtain fall distributions for bats, guide carcass survey
efforts, and correct survey data for limited or unsearched areas.
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Introduction and review

Carbon emissions and subsequent climate change have motivated nations across the globe to develop energy sources and
alternatives to fossil fuels, including wind energy. As a result, global wind energy production is continuously increasing with an average growth rate of 25 % yr−1 and a 69 % increase in wind energy estimated globally in 2018 and 2019
(US Energy Information Administration, 2018). Although
wind energy is a renewable energy source, the vast development of wind facilities presents a threat to wildlife, especially to bats (Loss et al., 2013; Smallwood, 2013; Erickson
et al., 2014). Wind power development causes indirect impacts through alteration and loss of bats’ habitat due to construction, installation, and operation of wind turbines (Kuvlesky et al., 2007). A more direct impact of wind energy
is that there are thousands of annual bat fatalities caused by
the collision of flying bats with the spinning blades (Orloff
and Flannery, 1992; Kunz et al., 2007; Arnett et al., 2010;
Hayes, 2013; Smallwood, 2013). Lindeboom et al. (2011)
investigated the ecological effects of an operational offshore
wind farm in the Netherlands and identified bird collision
with moving blades as a significant impact. In fact, bat mortality has been reported at every wind energy facility studied
(GAO, 2005; Kingsley and Whittam, 2005; Kunz et al., 2007;
National Research Council, 2007; Kuvlesky et al., 2007; Arnett et al., 2016).
Several studies have applied different methods to estimate the number of bats killed at wind energy facilities in
the United States. Using model and survey data, Kunz et
al. (2007) estimated there to be 33 000–111 000 annual bat
fatalities at wind energy facilities. Cryan (2011) estimated
annual bat fatalities to be 450 000 in North America based
on a bat fatality rate of 11.60 bats MW−1 yr−1 . While Smallwood (2013) estimated that 888 000 bats were killed in the
United States in 2012, Hayes (2013) concluded that, in 2012,
over 600 000 bats are likely to have died in the United States
as a result of direct interactions with wind turbines. Since
many bat species give birth to only 1 pup yr−1 , and bats have
high mortality rates during the first year of their life (O’Shea
et al., 2004; Hallam and Federico, 2009), the estimated numbers of annual bat fatalities are considered to be significant.
Van Kuik et al. (2016) concluded that bird and bat collision
with rotating blades is one of the significant negative impacts
of wind farm projects and emphasized biodiversity protection in identifying the ecological and economical challenges.
It is not possible to prevent all bat deaths caused by wind turbines. However, bats on the United States Fish and Wildlife
Service’s (USFWS) Threatened and Endangered Species list
must be monitored, and wind energy facilities must be permitted to ensure that allowable mortality rates, or so-called
take, are not exceeded.
The USFWS requires wind farm operators to perform carcass surveys within a specified radius around wind turbines
to estimate bat take. However, guidance for the prescribed
Wind Energ. Sci., 5, 745–758, 2020

Figure 1. Schematic of the typical utility-scale, three-blade, hori-

zontal axis wind turbine.

search radius around turbines is based on limited data. This
could result in surveys conducted where bats are unlikely to
be found, or limited search areas could cause bat carcasses
that land outside the survey area to be missed. Turbine operators need a reliable method to guide survey efforts and
determine the appropriate extent of surveys, targeting only
areas where bat carcasses are likely to be found around the
turbines. A technically defensible survey is critical to help
operators determine whether wind turbines adversely affect
listed species and to evaluate project impacts.
Figure 1 shows a schematic of the three-blade horizontal
axis turbine with associated components including the tower,
hub, rotor blades, and rotor-swept area. The vertical distance
from the ground to the turbine hub is called the hub height. In
Fig. 1, three rotor blades are denoted in gray and the dotted
red periphery indicates the rotor-swept area.
Only a few studies, including Arnett (2005) and Smallwood and Thelander (2005), have estimated the fall zone
for birds and bats to guide carcass search area. Osborn et
al. (2000) quantified the search area by dropping carcasses
from the nacelle and the upper and lower bounds of the rotorswept area on days with brisk wind. However, this method
did not consider the effect of impact with rotating blades on
the carcass fall trajectory. Gauthreaux (1996) suggested that
the search area should be circular, with a minimum radius
proportional to the height of the turbine. He suggested the
search area to be within 70 m of a wind turbine. Thelander
and Rugge (2000) found the average fall distance of birds to
be 20.20 m, with 75 % of birds falling less than 30 m away
from the tower. It is not clear whether some of these studies have bias in search radius estimates due to insufficient
search zones. Smallwood (2007) mentioned that an inadequate search radius could cause bias in the carcass survey
data.
Huso and Dalthorp (2014) proposed polynomial logistic
regression models of relative carcass density as a function of
https://doi.org/10.5194/wes-5-745-2020
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distance from the nearest turbine. The study considered the
carcass search locations at several turbine sites in Philadelphia: 15 turbines at Locust Ridge in 2010 and 22 and 15 turbines at Casselman in 2008 and 2011, respectively. The bestfit logistic model of carcass densities was found to be cubic
for Casselman and linear for Locust Ridge. This study limited the search area for bat carcasses to 80 m. If the bat carcasses landed beyond the 80 m distance, the surveyor missed
those bat carcasses.
Additionally, investigators have applied physics-based
models for estimating the trajectory of objects thrown from
turbine blades, including ice fragments and parts of broken
blades. Biswas et al. (2011) used a ballistics model to estimate the trajectories and landing zones of ice fragments
thrown from wind turbine blades. They considered a turbine
with 45 m long blades and a hub height of 100 m and found
ice fragments could travel up to 350 m from the base of the
turbine. Sarlak and Sørensen (2015) investigated the trajectories of thrown objects from a 2.3 MW horizontal axis wind
turbine upon blade failure. They found that under normal
operating conditions, the blade fragments can land between
100 and 500 m, depending on their size. Both studies solved
the equations describing the physics of ballistics using the
fourth-order Runge–Kutta (RK4) numerical scheme.
Hull and Muir (2010) (referred to as HM10) utilized ballistics theory to propose a model to estimate the fall zone
of different-sized bird and bat carcasses struck by differentsized turbines. The two-dimensional (2-D) ballistics model
describes the trajectory of bat carcasses within the rotor plane
by relating the variation in fall velocity to the net resultant
forces on a carcass, which include gravitational and aerodynamic drag forces. HM10 also employed the RK4 method
to numerically integrate the ballistics model and determine
the position and velocity of the carcass relative to the turbine
base at each time step. They assumed bats are incapacitated
after being struck by a blade and therefore unable to affect
their fall trajectory. They also assumed carcasses would be
stationary in the rotor plane before being hit by the blade and
therefore did not account for any initial precollision velocity. They also assumed calm conditions with no turbulence,
resulting in no wind drift effects on the carcasses’ fall trajectory, and they assumed an equal likelihood of strike anywhere
in the rotor-swept area. They modeled a carcass as a tumbling
object, allowing the projected area and drag coefficient (Cd )
to change randomly during the fall. They performed simulations assuming a coefficient of restitution (e) of zero. The
coefficient of restitution is a factor that determines the fraction of energy transferred from the turbine blade to the bat
carcass. It is defined as the ratio between the restoration and
deformation impulses in a direction normal to the plane of
contact. The factor incorporates effects of bat orientation at
the moment of strike and contact time of a bat with a turbine blade. The value of e varies between e = 0, representing a fully inelastic collision, to e = 1, representing a fully
elastic collision. Finally, HM10 proposed a simple multiple
https://doi.org/10.5194/wes-5-745-2020
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linear regression model considering hub height and rotor radius as input variables to estimate the carcass search radius.
The maximum distance a bat carcass falls away from the base
of a turbine after collision with a rotating blade is governed
by a number of factors, but arguably the most uncertain are
the carcass aerodynamic characteristics. To compute the drag
force, HM10 assumed a standard drag model proportional to
the carcass fall speed squared. The proportionality constant
Cd for bat carcasses was assumed to be 1 and to randomly
vary between 0.875–1.125. The drag coefficient is a measure
of the effectiveness of a streamlined object in reducing the
fluid resistance faced by the object motion. A low drag coefficient means that the streamlined shape of an object enables
it to move easily through the ambient fluid due to minimum
resistance, whereas a high drag coefficient implies the poor
streamlining of the object, causing high resistance to motion.
There is little guidance available for the appropriate drag coefficient Cd when modeling the ballistics of bats, particularly
for carcasses of different species. Norberg (1976) proposed a
Cd range of 0.40–1.20 for a flying long-eared bat. But this is
only applicable for live bats. HM10 indicated that little evidence exists to understand the aerodynamic characteristics of
injured birds and bats. Hedenström and Liechti (2001) estimated Cd of passerine birds by measuring their terminal dive
speed. They stated that some passerine birds terminate their
migration by diving abruptly toward the ground before landing. They measured dive trajectories by tracking birds with
radar. They maintained a tracking time long enough to allow the diving birds to attain terminal velocity and estimated
the drag coefficient by balancing drag force with the weight
of the bird. Based on measurements for 39 cases of diving
birds, the drag coefficient was estimated to be 0.37 ± 0.13.
Haider and Levenspiel (1989) argued that the terminal velocity, rather than the drag coefficient, may be of ultimate
interest. The benefit of terminal velocity as a metric for aerodynamic characteristics is that the projected area does not
need to be characterized.
Given the lack of available measurements of Cd for bat
carcasses and the large range of previously reported values,
which are limited to a specific species of live bats and birds,
modeled carcass fall zone distribution and maximum fall distance remain highly uncertain. Reliable estimates of Cd for
individual species with different mass, size, and shape are
needed to accurately model carcass fall trajectories and to
determine the maximum fall distance. The main objective of
the present study is to estimate the drag coefficient of bat
carcasses using ballistics theory with data collected from bat
carcass drop experiments. For the first time, fresh carcasses
were dropped and tracked using high-speed cameras. The
measured time vs. position data with well-known physics
describing ballistics were used to obtain the first direct estimates for a range of bats commonly impacted by wind turbines.
The following sections are organized as follows: the experimental methodology presents the research design for esWind Energ. Sci., 5, 745–758, 2020
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timation of the carcass drag coefficient, the description of
the ballistics model, the experimental setup, data acquisition,
limitations of the measured data, and the Cd estimation algorithm (details are discussed in the Supplement). Following
the methodology section, we present results for the estimated
drag coefficients and terminal velocity. We briefly explore
the fall zone histograms according to HM10 to demonstrate
the sensitivity of fall distances to the choice of drag coefficient. Finally, we present a summary and conclusions from
the study.

density, and g is the gravitational acceleration vector. The
equations of motion described here are coupled nonlinear
equations. The analytical solution of a one-dimensional (1D) ballistics model for an isotropic object falling from rest
under quiescent-flow conditions can be obtained. For any object falling in a vertical direction (z) from rest in quiescent
flow, Eq. (1) can be rewritten in the following form (upward:
+; downward: −):

2

By integrating Eq. (2), the analytical expression for carcass
instantaneous velocity (w(t)) with zero initial velocity (w at
(t = 0) = 0) can be expressed as


−gt
,
(3)
w(t) = wt tanh
wt

Methodology

2.1

Research design for drag coefficient estimation

The following methodology was employed to determine drag
coefficients for bat carcasses:
1. Collect fresh bat carcasses representing a range of
species, and perform carcass drop experiments to acquire the time vs. position data during each fall.
2. Evaluate whether the carcasses attain terminal velocity
during the fall. If a carcass attains terminal velocity, calculate the drag coefficient by equating the drag force to
the carcass weight.
3. If carcasses do not attain terminal velocity, estimate the
carcass drag coefficient by fitting the ballistics model to
the measured velocity.
2.2

Ballistics model description

Motion of falling bodies can be described physically based
on projectile and ballistics models. The projectile motion of
an inertial particle only considers the influence of gravity on
the fall trajectory and neglects aerodynamic drag. An analytical solution of projectile motion can easily be obtained
and applied to evaluate trajectories. However, drag can significantly alter the particle trajectory, and therefore, a more
realistic description of motion follows the ballistics model,
which incorporates the quadratic drag model to account for
the effect of fluid resistance. A simplified, 2-D version of the
ballistics model was employed by HM10, solving the following set of equations describing the ballistics motion for
velocity and acceleration of a bat carcass:
dx p
= up
dt

ρf Cd Ap up − uf up − uf
dup
=−
− g,
dt
2mp

(1)

where mp is carcass mass, Ap is carcass projected area, Cd
is carcass drag coefficient, uf is the fluid velocity vector, up
is the carcass velocity vector, x p is the fall position vector
of a carcass with respect to the turbine base, ρf is the fluid
Wind Energ. Sci., 5, 745–758, 2020

dw ρf Cd Ap w 2
=
− g.
dt
2mp

(2)

where wt = (2mp g/ρf Cd Ap )1/2 is the terminal velocity attained by the carcass under dynamic equilibrium conditions,
and w(t) is the instantaneous velocity. By integrating Eq. (3)
with respect to time, the analytical solution for carcass instantaneous position, z(t), can be obtained as

 
wt2
gt
z(t) = z0 −
ln cosh
,
(4)
g
wt
where z0 is the carcass drop height at time t = 0.
Figure 2a represents the time vs. velocity plot obtained
from the analytical solution of the ballistics model (Eq. 3)
by considering the mean values of mp = 14 g, Ap = 28 cm2 ,
and Cd = 1 for bat carcasses from HM10. The acceleration
curve in Fig. 2a shows that a falling carcass undergoes three
phases.
I. Initial projectile phase. In this phase, the carcass starts
from rest, gaining a small magnitude of velocity entirely
due to the force of gravity. As a result, the resistive drag
force is negligible compared to the gravitational force.
This stage of fall is represented by Phase I in Fig. 2a,
highlighting that the net acceleration is nearly constant.
II. Transition phase. In this phase, the resistive drag force
gains more strength because of an increase in velocity
and eventually equals the gravitational force to attain
the terminal velocity. The transition phase represents
fall dynamics when both gravity and drag forces are
important in determining the net acceleration. Graphically, it can be seen in Phase II in Fig. 2a, where the
velocity asymptotically transitions between the gravitydominant phase and the terminal-velocity phase. The
magnitude of the resistive drag force is dependent on
the empirical drag coefficient (Cd ) of bat carcasses.
III. Terminal velocity phase. In this phase, the carcass attains terminal velocity as the drag force equals the gravitational force. The terminal velocity of this particular
https://doi.org/10.5194/wes-5-745-2020
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Figure 2. (a) Ballistics fall curves illustrating three fall phases (I, II, and III) and (b) velocity variation with position relative to the drop

height z0 .

bat carcass (from HM10) is found to be 9 m s−1 . This
feature in Fig. 2a is evident by the leveling off of the
curve (Phase III) when the carcass velocity becomes
constant during the later stages of the fall.
A common approach for measuring the drag coefficient of
an object is to drop the object, allow it to achieve terminal
velocity, and then obtain the result by balancing drag force
with gravitational force. Figure 2b shows the velocity variation with position for the initial drop height (z0 ) of zero. This
gives an estimate of the height from which the carcass must
be dropped to attain terminal velocity. Figure 2b shows that
the dropped bat carcass attains a terminal velocity of 9 m s−1
after falling a distance of 24 m. This indicates that a drop experiment intended to compute the drag coefficient requires
the carcass to be dropped from a height of approximately
30 m from the ground.

2.3

Experimental equipment, materials, and procedures

The ballistics model would be useful for guiding carcass
surveys if it can accurately predict carcass fall trajectories.
This can only be done if the aerodynamics of the carcasses
are known. Given the lack of available Cd measurements
for bat carcasses, carcass drop experiments were performed
with specimens discovered at a wind farm using a high-speed
camera. Biologists discovered three fresh bat carcasses of
three species at the Macksburg wind farm in Iowa while
conducting postconstruction surveys on the day of the experiment. They included the hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus),
eastern red bat (Lasiurus borealis), and evening bat (Nycticeius humeralis). The Macksburg wind farm consists of
52 Siemens SWT-2.3 MW wind turbines. The turbine rotor
has a radius of 54 m and a hub height of 80 m. The mass,
body length (excluding tail), and lateral body dimension of
the bat carcasses were measured using an electronic weighhttps://doi.org/10.5194/wes-5-745-2020

ing scale and a ruler. The body dimension measurements
were used to compute the carcass projected area (Ap ).
Firstly, the irregularly shaped carcass was approximated
as an ellipsoid (Fig. 3). The symbols a and b (= c) represent
the dimensions along the ellipsoid semimajor and semiminor axis, respectively. The carcass projected area (Ap ) was
2 , where d is the equivalent diameter
computed as 5/4deq
eq
of the sphere having the same volume as that of the ellipsoid
shaped bat of dimensions a, b, and c. Equating the volume of
a sphere (left-hand side) with an ellipsoid (right-hand side)
in Eq. (5) gives an equivalent diameter (Eq. 6). The wings
of the bat are assumed to be folded and flush with the body
during the fall as observed from the high-speed images of
the carcass drop experiments, which as a result eliminates a
source of uncertainty in the projected area computation. It
is possible that the wing may be severely broken when it is
struck by the blade, and therefore this simplification may not
be applicable in all carcass fall cases.
π 3
4
π d = π abc
6 eq 3
√
3
deq = 2 abc

(5)
(6)

Table 1 lists the mass, body dimensions, equivalent diameter, and projected area of bat carcasses discovered on the day
of the experiments. The range of bat carcass mass and size
is represented by a large, medium, and small bat. The hoary
bat was the largest with, a significantly larger mass and area
than the others, whereas the evening bat was the lightest and
smallest bat.
Figure 4 shows an annotated composite image of the bat
carcass drop experiment, showing a carcass at four instances.
Freshly collected carcasses were dropped in front of a 6.30 m
high wall on the leeward side of a building to achieve approximately quiescent or no wind conditions. For each species,
two experiments were performed and recorded using a highspeed camera to extract the time series of carcass position.
Wind Energ. Sci., 5, 745–758, 2020
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Figure 3. Illustration of the simplified geometric representation of bats for the ballistics model. The image (WEST, Inc., 2016) is of a
northern long-eared myotis.

Figure 4. Composite image illustrating an example carcass drop experiment (drop test 1 for the hoary bat).

Table 1. Physical properties of freshly discovered bat carcasses.

Species
Hoary bat
Eastern red bat
Evening bat

mp
(g)

2a
(cm)

2b (or 2c)
(cm)

deq
(cm)

Ap
(cm2 )

24.0
9.7
1.5

7.6
5.0
3.8

3.8
2.5
1.9

4.8
3.2
2.4

18.0
8.0
4.5

The wall was marked using horizontal strips of tape over a
total distance of 4.50 m. A schematic of the side view of the
experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5. The figure includes
an illustration of various experiment components, including
the location of the wall with markings, the location of the
camera and its field of view, and the position of the dropping
platform. The carcass drop tests were performed from a dropWind Energ. Sci., 5, 745–758, 2020

ping platform located 1 m in front of the wall (y2 in Fig. 5). A
high-speed camera (NX4, S2 model) from Integrated Design
Tools, Inc. (IDT), Pasadena, California, was used to record
the carcass drop experiments. The camera was mounted on a
tripod positioned at a distance of 18 m from the wall (y1 +y2 ,
as shown in Fig. 5). The array size of the images acquired by
the camera was 1024 pixels × 1024 pixels. Black tape markings on the wall were precisely spaced as shown and were
used to calibrate the images to determine the size of a single pixel. It was determined that the pixel resolution was
7.10 mm. The camera was set to record at 500 frames s−1 ,
giving a temporal resolution of 0.002 s.
The images obtained from the high-speed video recording
were used to determine the vertical position (z) of the bat carcass at a specific instant. Bat carcasses are irregularly shaped
and have a finite size. Motion Studio X64 software, which includes applications for the operation of the IDT high-speed
https://doi.org/10.5194/wes-5-745-2020
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Figure 5. Schematic of the side view of the carcass drop experimental setup.

Figure 6. (a) Example of a position measurement for the hoary bat and (b) plotted measurements of time vs. position.

digital cameras, was used to extract the carcass pixel information from each image frame containing a falling carcass.
For example, Fig. 6a shows a cropped image recorded at
t = 0.722 s of drop test 1 for the hoary bat carcass. The position of the carcass is measured by determining the location
of the center of the carcass image. In this example, we can
see the top and bottom of the carcass in the image and determine the corresponding pixel coordinates, i. e., (zpixel )top and
(zpixel )bottom . The values of (zpixel )top and (zpixel )bottom were
found to be 449 and 454 pixels, respectively (see Fig. 6a).
The centroid is found to be at 451.50 pixels. Applying the
image calibration of 7.10 mm per pixel gives the carcass position with respect to the ground (z = 3.86 m). This procedure was carried out for each carcass image recorded during
the carcass drop experiment. The internal timer of the camera provided a timestamp for each image, which was used
with the position data to generate a time vs. position time series. With a time resolution of 1t = 0.004 s, a plot of time
vs. height is shown for test 1 for the hoary bat (Fig. 6b).

https://doi.org/10.5194/wes-5-745-2020

2.4

Velocity (w ) estimates from measured position (z )

The time vs. position data obtained from high-speed imaging
were used to calculate the fall velocity (w) using the centraldifferencing numerical scheme (Chapra and Canale, 2010).
The numerical scheme for determining vertical velocity (w)
at the ith time instant is given by
w (i) =

z(i + 1) − z(i − 1)
,
2(1t)

(7)

where z(i − 1) and z(i + 1) represent the carcass position
at times (i − 1) and (i + 1), respectively. Figure 7 shows
the velocity computations obtained by applying the centraldifferencing scheme to the measured position data. The
falling objects reach their terminal velocity, wt , when the
force of gravity is balanced by the aerodynamic drag force.
However, because of the limited drop height, none of the carcasses attained terminal velocity during the experiments as
the data points of the measured velocity lie nowhere close to
the terminal velocity region shown in Fig. 7. Since the bat
carcasses did not achieve terminal velocity during the experiments, it is not possible to calculate Cd by equating the drag
Wind Energ. Sci., 5, 745–758, 2020
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Figure 7. Measurements and modeled time vs. fall velocity for drop

test 1 of the hoary bat.
Table 2. Drag coefficient computed from the terminal velocity assumption.

Species
Hoary bat
Eastern red bat
Evening bat

Velocity
(m s−1 )

Drag
coefficient

10.20
8.43
7.10

2.08
2.77
1.10

force with the gravitational force. However, with the assumption of terminal velocity attainment at the end of the carcass
fall trajectory, the drag and gravitational force can be equated
to each other in order to compute carcass Cd . The instantaneous velocity estimate at the end of a particular carcass drop
experiment and corresponding Cd for the three discovered
species are mentioned in Table 2.
Next, we compare the Cd results in Table 2 to estimates
of the drag coefficient Cd obtained by fitting the ballistics
model to the fall velocity data. However, as seen in Fig. 7,
the velocity computed from the measured position at a temporal resolution of 0.004 s exhibits significant scatter. Based
on careful observation of measured velocity, one notices a
stratification in the velocity values as the measured velocity
only attains few selective values. The scatter in the velocity measurements needs to be eliminated by filtering the raw
position data at an appropriate coarsening window (1tc ) to
obtain a scatter-free measured velocity dataset.
The analysis of the high-speed video of the carcass drop
experiments showed that horizontal carcasses movement is
negligible except for in the case of the evening bat carcass,
which experienced oscillating lateral translation with an amplitude on the order of 10 cm, or about 2.5 body lengths.
Based on our observations, carcasses are assumed to fall
along the vertical line at a distance y2 from the wall. Figure 4 highlights snapshots of the hoary bat carcass’ numerWind Energ. Sci., 5, 745–758, 2020

ous orientation features at different time instants. These characteristics emerge because of carcass shape asymmetry and
change in the carcass’ aerodynamics during the drop experiments from limited height, which ultimately prevents it from
attaining the terminal velocity. The complex traits of the carcass fall dynamics can be averaged by selecting the measured position values over an appropriate filtering window
(1tc ). The scatter in measured velocity is due to the carcass
displacements, measured with the high-speed camera, being
small compared to the spatial resolution of the camera. An
improved analysis methodology is required to obtain robust
estimates of the carcass drag coefficient.
Mann et al. (1999) and Ott and Mann (2000) proposed
a refined methodology for determining the position of the
particles occupying more than 1 pixel in the image, similar to the bat carcasses in the present study. This procedure demonstrated position estimation of particles in images with enhanced precision of 0.10–0.02 pixels by fitting a
Gaussian function to the particle image based on grayscale
intensity. This analysis methodology is recommended for
high-precision position measurements from images. This approach was demonstrated for images of the first hoary bat
drop experiment. The carcass position measurements obtained from the refined methodology were found to be similar to the measurements from the carcass’ top and bottom
pixel coordinates, with the difference being of the order of
1.50 pixels. The detailed procedure and results of fitting the
Gaussian distribution to pixel coordinate and intensity measurements of the first hoary bat drop experiment images are
presented in the Supplement.
2.5

Refined methodology for carcass drag coefficient
estimation

The ballistics model defined by Eq. (1) is an initial value
problem, where the initial condition for position (z0 ) and velocity (w0 ) is required to solve it analytically or numerically.
Unfortunately, the carcass was dropped from a height above
the field of view of the camera, and therefore it was not visible in the recorded images. Therefore, z0 and w0 could not
be directly determined. The uncertainty of z0 and w0 generated two additional unknown variables. As discussed earlier
in Sect. 2.4, the measured velocity data obtained with highspeed imaging have significant scatter, which needs to be filtered to obtain scatter-free velocity to fit the ballistics model
and compute a robust estimate of Cd . This may be performed
by employing a multivariable optimization. We demonstrate
an approach to find the optimal resolution (1tc ) of the measured data, giving the best-fit to the ballistics model with optimized estimates of z0 , w0 , and Cd in the Supplement, which
contains the step-by-step description of the proposed multivariable optimization algorithm.

https://doi.org/10.5194/wes-5-745-2020
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Table 3. Optimal filtering window, initial position, drag coefficient,
and terminal velocity.

Species
Hoary bat
Eastern red bat
Evening bat

3

1tc
(s)

z0
(m)

Cd

0.104
0.152
0.144

7.58
7.63
7.20

0.70
0.80
1.01

wt
(m s−1 )
17.57
15.67
7.31

Table 4. Drag coefficient sensitivity with respect to initial position.

Species

Initial
position (z0 )

Drag coefficient
(Cd )

% difference
in Cd

Hoary bat

7.66 m (+1 %)
7.50 m (−1 %)

0.79
0.60

13
14

Eastern red
bat

7.71 m (+1 %)
7.55 m (−1 %)

0.85
0.70

6
12

Evening bat

7.27 m (+1 %)
7.13 m (−1 %)

1.01
0.99

0
2

Results

The proposed Cd estimation algorithm based on multivariable optimization was applied to the measured velocity from
the bat carcass drop experiments. The specific details of the
optimization process are presented in the Supplement. Table 3 summarizes the optimal filtering window (1tc ), initial position (z0 ), drag coefficient (Cd ), and terminal velocity (wt ) obtained by applying the multivariable optimization
algorithm to the measured velocity of the carcass drop experiments for the three bat species. On comparing Cd values from Tables 2 and 3, it is apparent that there are significant differences in Cd estimates of the hoary bat and the
eastern red bat from the two approaches. This confirms that
heavier carcasses had not attained terminal velocity at end of
the carcass drop experiment, which if assumed would lead
to overestimated values of Cd for these species. However,
for the evening bat, Cd estimates from the two approaches
were found to be comparable, indicating the possibility of
the evening bat nearly reaching terminal velocity during the
last stages of a fall when starting from a height of 7.20 m
above the ground.
The accuracy of optimal z0 and Cd was tested by comparing the measured velocity and position at the optimal filtering window, 1tc , to the analytical solution of velocity and
position described by Eqs. (3) and (4), respectively. Figure 8
displays the comparison of experimental observations with
the analytical solution for position (left) and velocity (right)
for the hoary bat (top row), eastern red bat (middle row), and
evening bat (bottom row). It is evident from the figure that the
position and velocity measurements for optimum 1tc are in
good agreement with the analytical solution of position and
velocity, obtained by using the optimized z0 and Cd values.

4

753

Sensitivity of estimated drag coefficient to initial
drop height

The sensitivity of Cd with respect to z0 is evaluated by perturbing the optimized z0 by a small amount (±1 %) and determining the percentage variation in optimized Cd estimates
(with the 1tc reported earlier). Table 4 presents the varied z0
values (column 2), corresponding Cd estimates (column 3),
and the percentage of difference in Cd (column 4, considhttps://doi.org/10.5194/wes-5-745-2020

Table 5. Sampled range of drag coefficients and terminal velocities

for three species of bat carcasses.
Species
Hoary bat
Eastern red bat
Evening bat

Cd

wt (m s−1 )

0.70–0.73
0.74–0.80
1.01–1.23

17.21–17.57
15.67–16.30
6.63–7.21

ering optimized Cd in Sect. 3 as the reference) for each bat
species.
It is evident that for the hoary and eastern red bat, even a
small error of 1 % in initial drop position can cause 6 %–14 %
difference in Cd . This highlights the sensitivity of the analysis procedure, and it indicates the potential importance of the
chaotic nature of carcass fall dynamics, particularly for the
hoary and eastern red bat (heavy and large), when dropped
from a limited height. However, in the case of the evening
bat (light and small), the maximum percentage of change in
Cd is only 2 % for a 1 % change in z0 . It is an important finding as 1 % variation in z0 corresponds to approximately 7 cm,
which is of the order of deq for the larger species. Depending
on the initial orientation of the carcass at t = 0, it is possible
to have 1 % difference in z0 , which may lead to significant
differences in the estimated Cd of carcasses.
The range of Cd for the three species investigated in this
study was determined by implementing the proposed Cd estimation algorithm. Table 5 summarizes the range of measured Cd and terminal velocities for the hoary bat, eastern red
bat, and evening bat based on two drop experiments for each
species. Overall, the range of Cd estimated for bat carcasses
varied between 0.70 and 1.23. These Cd values found in the
present study differ from the Cd range of 0.875–1.125 used
by HM10, with a wider range of possible values. Considering the limited sample size, in the case of a large sampling of
carcasses that include additional bat species, the range can be
expected to be larger than that computed in the present study.
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Figure 8. Comparison of position (a–c) and velocity (d–f) of the analytical solution and measured data for carcass drop tests of three bat

species.

5

Sensitivity of carcass fall zone distributions to
carcass mass and drag coefficient

The sensitivity of bat fall zone distributions in the rotor plane
(according to the modeling approach of HM10) was tested
with respect to carcass mass and its drag coefficient. The
hoary and evening bat were selected for this exercise because
they are the heaviest and lightest bats, respectively. Figure 9
shows fall zone distributions for the hoary bat (upper row)
and evening bat (lower row) for the highest and lowest values of Cd range, respectively. The distributions were obtained
by solving the 2-D ballistics trajectories in quiescent flow for
Wind Energ. Sci., 5, 745–758, 2020

bats assumed to be impacted by turbine blades within the rotor plane. However, there is no literature on the exact strike
distribution of the bats in the rotor plane. Therefore, as a first
approximation, bats were assumed to be distributed within
the rotor plane at a radial resolution of 1 m and angular resolution of 5◦ , resulting in approximately 4000 bat carcasses
struck by the rotor. The coefficient of restitution (e) was assumed to be zero during the computations, which means a
bat carcass attains the same velocity as the rotor at the point
of impact, i. e., at the time of impact, the initial velocity of
the bat relative to the blade is zero. In these simulations, the
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Figure 9. Carcass fall distributions for (a) the hoary bat (Cd = 0.70), (b) the hoary bat (Cd = 1.23), (c) the evening bat (Cd = 0.70), and
(d) the evening bat (Cd = 1.23).

rotor radius is 54 m, hub height is 80 m, and the frequency of
rotation of the turbine is 8.70 RPM.
It is evident from Fig. 9 that for the same mass (represented by species), the maximum in-plane fall distance
(Xmax ) varies significantly (18 % change) with Cd variation
for the hoary bat. Increasing Cd results in smaller distance,
Xmax , for the same mass, whereas decrease in mass leads to
reduction in Xmax for the same Cd . Therefore, a heavy bat
carcass with a lower Cd will attain a larger maximum fall
distance (92 m), while a light bat carcass with a greater Cd
will attain a lesser maximum fall distance (58 m). The sensitivity analysis shown in Fig. 9 demonstrates the significance
of the drag coefficient in computing the upper bound of the
maximum fall distance by the bat carcasses using the 2-D
ballistics theory.
6

Summary and conclusions

The goal of this research was to make the first measurements
of the drag coefficient of bat carcasses. This data will allow for robust modeling of carcass fall distributions around
wind turbines to guide carcass surveys. Fresh bat carcasses
(hoary bat, eastern red bat, and evening bat) were discovered
https://doi.org/10.5194/wes-5-745-2020

at the Macksburg wind farm, and carcass drop experiments
were performed. Carcass fall trajectories were measured with
high-speed video. Due to the complex fall dynamics of carcasses and limited drop height, the irregularly shaped carcasses did not reach terminal velocity. Therefore, Cd is estimated by finding the best fit of the ballistics model to the
measured velocity data. An initial value problem, the ballistics model requires the initial position (z0 ) and velocity (w0 ),
which cannot be accurately recorded. The measured velocity
data had significant scatter due to the high temporal resolution of the video. An appropriate filtering window (1tc ) was
evaluated to obtain scatter-free measurements to fit the ballistics model. To compute the unknowns mentioned above
(1tc ,z0 , w0 , Cd ), a multivariable optimization algorithm is
proposed and implemented, yielding Cd measurements for
the carcasses of the three bat species. The first measurements
of the drag coefficient revealed a range of 0.70–1.23. The
sensitivity of Cd with respect to z0 is tested by computing
the percentage of change in Cd with 1 % change in z0 . It
was found for the hoary bat and the eastern red bat that even
a small difference (∼ 7 cm) in z0 resulted in 6 %–14 % difference in Cd . This demonstrates high sensitivity in Cd esti-
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mates to drop height for bat carcasses dropped from within
10 m of the ground.
The range of the maximum fall zone for the hoary bat
(heaviest) and evening bat (lightest) was investigated with
a ballistics model, and the sensitivity of the bat carcass fall
zone distributions based on the measured carcass mass and
range of drag coefficient was determined. The hoary bat, assuming the smallest Cd (0.70), resulted in a maximum fall
distance of Xmax = 92 m, whereas the evening bat, with the
largest Cd (1.23), resulted in a maximum fall distance of
Xmax = 58 m. This demonstrates that the relative effect of bat
mass and carcass aerodynamics has a significant influence on
maximum distance traveled by bats after being struck by a
turbine blade.
The ballistics model framework proposed by HM10 generates a 1-D carcass fall zone distribution in the reference
frame of the wind turbine rotor. In the future, the modeling
framework can be extended by incorporating meteorological
conditions such as wind speed and direction, resulting in a
2-D fall zone distribution to provide more realistic representation of the distribution of carcasses falling around the base
of the turbine. The resulting distributions would provide useful information that can be compared to the carcass surveys
to validate the ballistics model and guide search efforts. The
model can also be used to generate results useful for correcting survey data for limited or unsearched areas, for example
when carcass surveys are conducted only on highly visible
gravel surfaces of access roads and turbine pads.
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